Although there are inequivalent classical knots with isomorphic groups, J. Simon recently characterized each knot type by a group: the free product of two, suitably chosen, cable-knot groups [4] . In this paper, we announce other characterizations, both algebraic and geometric, that are more direct, cover links as well as knots, and yield characterizations of amphicheiral knots.
Proofs of Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 are nontrivial and interesting, but even summaries of these proofs are too long for this announcement. We divide the remainder of this outline into seven parts.
For each of i = 1, •••, /x, the space g~l(T t ) is not empty.
If g" 1 (r,) = 0, either ^ (^(C)) C TT^M,) or g^ (^(CflCir^A,).
Thus, because fl^C) is a nontrivial free product with amalgamation,gJin^C')) is a proper subgroup of 7r 1 (C f ). But g is an isomorphism; therefore, g-1 (T i )*0.
LEMMA 2.4. yl^y properly imbedded, incompressible annulus A in C is boundary parallel.
OUTLINE OF PROOF. One must establish four points: (a) bA C 3JtA for some ƒ ; (b) there is an isotopy of C moving ^4 into Int V, ; (c) there is an annulus A x on dW> and there is a solid torus X C A ; . such that bX = A U ^4 j ; (d) A is parallel to A x in X.
2.
We can assume that each component F of g" 1^) and, hence, each component of g~~1(T) is a torus that is not boundary parallel.
